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Mac Members are always around where it counts:  Tech and Judging 
sessions, MAC regional outings, NCRS Regional events: Kissimmee Florida, 
Waco Texas and the Dallas judging school. 
Pictures tell it all! 



NCRS EVENTS 
  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 Many MAC members were present at the Florida Chapter for their annual Regional.  Event judging and/or 
observer judges were Mike McCagh, John Yglesias, Howard Maxwell, Bob Patton, Ron Wilson, Ray Morrison, Sam 
Neide, Chuck Berge, Duane Ravenberg, Art and Glorie McNay, Bill Calorico, Page Campbell, Clif Good, John St. 
Peter and Bill Sangrey, tabulators present Kay Patton and Nancy Calorico.  Members present were Ron Dill, Mike 
Hair, K.C. Strawmyer, Harold and Ginger Metz, Leslie Hartshorn, Joyce Neide, Pete and Marge Onukiewech.  The 

annual January Meet has grown into a major NCRS event with the Swap meet and Mecum Auction. Waco Texas 
regional was attended by Clif and Sandy Good, John Yglesias, and Bob and Martha Baird. 
 Dallas/Fort Worth Judging School, again MAC was well represented with students including Bob and Martha 
Baird, Brendan Kummen, Page Campbell, John Yglesias, Ron Wilson, Clif Good, Art and Glorie McNay, instructors 
included Ray Morrison, Bill Calorico, Bill Sangrey, Chuck Berge and John St. Peter. 
 I want to congratulate all of the above members who participated in the above events, thank you for a job 

well done.  If I failed to recognize anyone, please forgive me and send me an e-mail.  I will recognize you in the next 
issue. 
 
 

MAC REGIONAL OUTINGS 
  
 The Hen House was the place to be February 3rd.  The Western Region attended a Dinner/Playhouse show, 
Mike and Lea McCagh, Rich and Linda Brant, Bill and Cheryl Herbaugh, Andy (birthday boy) and Brenda Ruby, Gary 

and Susie Miller and friends, Ron and Sharon Wilson.  We enjoyed dinner/conversation and Rock & Roll mu-
sic/dancing from the 50’s to the 70’s.  A group of Red Hat ladies made Andy Ruby’s birthday special with a cupcake 
with a candle along with some antics to liven things up. 
 Logan’s Roadhouse Steak House in Sterling, Virginia was the setting for the Northern Virginia MAC outing 
February 18th.  Jim and Diane Hofferbert hosted the evening with Tom and Sheryl Vollrath, Collin and Meg Mac-
Donald and family, Mike and Judy Greenfield, Bob and Kay Patton, Bill Hall and family and Ron Wilson.  It was a cold 

evening only 26 degrees and we had a 62, 90 and 95 Corvette there, check out the pictures on the front page. 
 Members can enjoy great camaraderie by attending our regional outings.  We will notify members in each 
region as these outings are planned by e-mail.  Give me your thoughts on this:  do we need to e-mail all members or 
by regions in the future for individual outings? 
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Chairman’s Message 
 

  Greetings to all MAC members, I trust everyone is ready for an exciting year of 
Corvette scheduled events.  Duane Ravenberg will be a tough act to follow but he has 

assured me he will be an e-mail or phone call away if I need his assistance, along with all 
other previous chairmen.  I am considered a young member with MAC (not by age!!) and feel 
extremely privileged to have the honor of being chairman this year.  The heart of any 
organization is the participation of the members; MAC has a great track record in this area.  I 
know everyone will keep up the great work as in past years. 
 The 2006 year has had a tremendous start for me with over 40 members present in 

Cumberland at our annual season opener tech/judging school January 14th.  Then off to Florida to a terrific Regional 
with many MAC members present.  The next event was a fun filled evening for the Western Region folks at the Hen 
House.  Then off to Dallas/Fort Worth for the NCRS judging school and again MAC was well represented with 
judges, instructors and students.  Finally off to a Northern Virginia outing at Logan’s Roadhouse with 12 members 
and guests present.  We are off to a great start with MAC events, tech sessions, road tours and more local events. 
The MAC judging meet in Cumberland promises to be interesting this year, keep in touch and get involved.  I have a 

terrific group of members on the board to make all of our scheduled events happen and be fun for all to enjoy.  Top 
priority for me this time of year will be securing a web site manager to replace Eric Whitaker who will be leaving us in 
the near future; Eric has all of the essentials in place on MAC’s web site so the hard part is done. I am hoping 
someone will step up and take over when he moves on, he also assured me he will train his replacement. The other 
position is for a Signal Seeker manager, as you have all seen and read I am no editor/writer, it would be a great load 
off my shoulders if a member would step up and gather information, edit and sometimes write articles for our 

newsletter. The positions in question would not take a lot of time to do, so help me out and keep MAC on top of the 
heap. Let’s Get Involved. 
 

Chairman,  Ron Wilson 

 

MAC Board member highlighted 
The Ravenbergs joined MAC in September 1990, during Corvettes at Carlisle.  
MAC sure knew great talent, it was soon afterward Duane was elected to the 
treasurer position where he served in that capacity from 1994 to 1996.  
Judging chairman was his next passion holding this position from 1997 until 
2002, is it any wonder he has attained Master judge level 400.  Hershey was 
MAC’s shining star with Duane at the forefront guiding all of the great MAC 
members and NCRS to a National Event second to none in 2003, Corvettes 
50th anniversary.  Chairman was next, holding this position during 2004-2005.  
Capping off a career with a very honorable donation of $5,000.00 to the 
Salvation Army disaster relief in New Orleans and $500.00 to the Chip Miller 
Foundation through MAC charitable contributions.  With great support from 
Jane they have become MAC legends. Corvettes owned include a beautiful 
white 1964 roadster Duntov award winner, a 1970 Top Flight car and a 2002 
red Z06. 

 
 Duane and Jane have retired to North Carolina but are easily accessible as I mentioned in my chairman’s 
message.  I look forward to talking to both many times in my tenure as MAC Chairman.  

Jane and Duane Ravenberg 
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“MAKE THE INTERIOR BLACK AND PUT A BIG BLOCK IN IT” 
by Bill Sangrey 
Carlisle, PA 
 
That is what my interior guy says. But as the Riders in the Sky say,  “That would not be the Cowboy way.” “Nor the NCRS way. 
You ask, “What in the world is he I talking about?” Well, I’m 
talking about the green-saddle 1965 300 HP, 4 speed two top 
convertible I just finished. An original owner, 247K mile 
matching numbers car. No, I do not own it. A former IBM co-
worker owns it. I restored it for him. And just “What?” you ask 
about this Corvette prompted me to make the title statement? 
It was that dag gum “Saddle” interior. What a monster to re-
store. Give me black (or STD) anytime. It would have been 
much easier. The trim tag reads (in part) “I28”, “G-G PAINT” 
and “TRIM 4 2 0 B” for this AO Smith bodied car with VIN # 17037. 
 We can interpret this information using the recently published NCRS manual: the  “Authentication Library, Volume 1 GM Is-
sued 1963-1967 Corvette Trim Tags, a Five Year Evolution”. “I28” – is NOT an east-west interstate. It is the Body Build Date 
Code and translates to the April 28th (65). Which lines up with the May 5th   date (5-5) marked in white grease pencil on the 
frame. An interesting “by the way”: the owner took delivery from an Alexandria VA dealer May 18, 1965. How about that! 
 “G-G” is the AO Smith (referred to as “Dow-Smith” in the Authentication manual) code for Glen Green paint which it was and 
now is; or as close as I could make it. “TRIM 4 2 0 B”. The “420” tells us this is a “Saddle Vinyl” interior. Unfortunately, as the 
authentication manual states AO Smith used only a single “Exception” letter –  the “B” in the trim code –  which tells us very lit-
tle. Basically we can only confirm that the car should be (as it is) a convertible.  By the way this code is double spaced as the 
manual states. So, I had a Glen Green saddle car to restore. Only additional info was that the owner wanted leather this time 
around. He regretted not ordering leather when new. So that is the way I went for the seats and center cushion. But along the way 
I had some major problems with that “saddle” color; or more correctly “colors”. Redoing a black (or STD) interior is no problem 
compared to this saddle. Trust me. To quote one of my suppliers, “We have more trouble with the browns than any other color 
we do.” He got that right! By the way the car came out very nice. See the attached photos. But what did it take? 
How about 5 different paints in the interior alone! 

The seat backs are a “medium gold” 
The center of the dash (painted metal unlike the 63-4s I’m most accustomed to), console and console side panels are 

“Dark Chestnut”, a goldish brown with some metallic. Using base coat with no clear coat was a very good approxi-
mation of the original. 

The dash pads are a non-metallic version of the metal center dash paint but in a vinyl dye the supplier (PPG) calls 
“medium sand beige”. 

The kick panel trim and hard top garnish moldings are “Tan Poly” (a gold) full gloss enamel 
The hard top headliner (which is essentially a fiberglass board like panel in 65) is a low gloss version of the “Tan Poly” 

used on the moldings. 
I made these choices by researching the untouched areas and surfaces in the car and providing samples to my paint supplier. The 
interior had been “re-done” several years in the mid to late 70s in a style popular at the time. Nowhere near original but the re-
placement material was put right over the original door panels and carpet. 
And about that carpet. The supplier (Auto Custom Carpet through Corvette Central) originally supplied a set that was a very or-
ange gold. It was horrible when placed against the other colors in the car. I sent them a sample, which I cut from the original 
carpet (still mostly in place under the re-carpet) under the jack board. I reasoned that area 
was unaffected by sun fading and other factors which would have changed the color over 
the 40 years. Auto Custom Carpet was very helpful, providing a custom-made carpet set 
based on my selection from samples of their available colors. The new set is a pretty 
close match. Not exact but fairly good and looks nice. By the way; a “Tech Tip” for you. 
Any of you who have replaced your carpet know how difficult it is to cut the felt under-
layment and carpet. Well, Jo Ann gave me the coolest tool – straight out of her quilting 
toolbox: A “Rotary cutter”. This tool is basically a circular razor blade in a handle. 
Watch it – IT IS SHARP as the dickens - It will remove your finger tip. You won’t even 
feel it. But the blood makes a mess of the carpet. Man does it make cutting that carpet 
easy. Detailed and fine trims for that perfect fit are a breeze. The door panels and leather 
seats were an entirely different matter. As I said above I had the original panels (under the recover fabric) but ruined by the glue 
of the re -cover. I did not have the original seat material. The original door panels were a light brown. The replacements, and the 
only choice the supplier could/would offer, was more like the 1979 Doeskin color. Very light beige. A “today” color but not 
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what was in the car. The supplier in this case was Corvette America through Corvette Central again. After consulting with the 
owner we decided to go with the Corvette America panels and seats. My advice to anyone restoring a saddle interior is to re-
search available colors completely. Perhaps other suppliers have door panels and seat covers which are a closer approximation of 
the original colors used. You can get close on the carpet with ACC. Perhaps Al Knoch has a better solution on 65 saddle door 
panels and seats. I feel that the end result is very pleasing. The car came out very nice. From an NCRS point of view the door 
panels and seats colors are “not typical of production”. But then again the seats should be leather. 
But the owner is happy. In the end that is what matters most. 
  

ITS BLUE-BLUE! 
by Bill Sangrey 
Carlisle, PA 
  
One of the cars I'm currently working on is a '59. It’s had a rough life. Obviously hit hard in the front. But repaired. Has a Chevy 
V8 of unknown origin and a similarly unknown Power Glide with a Mickey Mouse (or mystery) shifter in it. My inspection indi-
cates it was most likely a base engine (230 Hp 283) 3 speed car based on the following: 

The shifter/console plate is the 3 speed and automatic style; basically slightly rounded, almost square corners. Not the one 
with the wider radius, gently rounded rear corners used on 59-60 4 speed cars. 

An elongated, unrepaired, hole in the firewall. Right where the clutch rod would go through. And the bushing for the clutch 
pedal is still in place. 

And a well made, but hand made, transmission mount/cross member. Being 1/4-inch plate was a BIG clue on this one. 
 
 But the thing that really peaked my interest was seeing blue paint under the white exterior (an enamel repaint) when I removed 
the windshield. The exterior of the car is currently white with blue coves – something we say never happened. But this has been a 
driver and as many owner inspired changes (and “incidents”). My work on solid axles has been minimal; I mostly have done 
midyears. But there I was thinking; “I wonder what color this car really was – originally?” In mid-years all I have to do is decode 
the trim tag; after using the new NCRS manual to determine that the trim tag appears to be original I had seen others report the 
technique and results of scraping (using something as simple as a quarter or a dime) the forward trunk fiberglass bulkhead to 
expose the grease pencil marking applied at the factory to indicate the color the body was to be painted. I was a bit more techni-
cal in my approach: I used a rounded edge xacto knife. The layers of paint fell away – the black now in the trunk, the white over 
spray and the original blue. There it was: a green grease pencil 
mark. Same as the “Ivory” Mike Hair and I saw on the ’59 body 
in the Kissimmee swap meet. The photo shows the result of the 
completed scraping. Clearly this ’59 was a Frost Blue exterior 
car. And I could tell from the surfaces I exposed when I stripped 
the interior that the interior had been Frost Blue. Therefore – 
“Blue-Blue”. 
 
 Kind of neat don’t you think? 
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Cumberland Tech/Judging School 
by Heather Shaffer, 
Student from the 
Center for Career & Technical Education’s  
Graphic Communications Skill Area 
 

I t’s all about the nuts and bolts, or is it?  For Corvette lovers in the Mid-Atlantic Chapter of 
the NCRS, it’s more than just what the car is made of.  To Corvette lover Mr. Ron Wilson it 

is a lot more.  It’s not only what holds the car together, but how it looks, the joy of owning one, 
and being part of an organization where everyone shares the same passion.  The first 2006 
event was held at the Center for Career and Technical Education Auto Tech Skill Area in Cum-
berland, Maryland.  The program is run by Ron Wilson himself.  Every participant had a chance 
to visit different sessions where they talked about not only what’s under the hood, but also 
what’s holding the car together.  Mr. Harry Morgan, owner of the Auto Clinic gave a seminar on 
the diagnostics of the Corvettes.  Mr. Morgan has been working with Corvettes for about thirty 
years.  He gets his satisfaction from working on cars when he fixes them and they run just right.  
Mr. Morgan went over such issues as why they put computers in the cars, oxygen sensors, and 
how to store the sports cars over the long winters.  Mr. Morgan was also very happy to answer 
our questions when asked.  He supplied us with what some of the sensors on cars do.  For in-
stance, computers have only been in vehicles since 1981 and their main function is emission 
controls.  The oxygen sensor sends information to the computer, the map sensor controls the 
manifold pressure, and the crank sensor monitors crank shaft revolution.  So back to our ques-
tion, is it really about the nuts and bolts?  Mr. Brian Bulger of Kimbell Mid-West gave us a pres-
entation with that exact answer.  He held a presentation on fastener systems technology and in-
cluded a safety seminar which he has been presenting for eight years, so you can bet he knows 
what he’s talking about when it comes to nuts and bolts.  His presentation revolved mainly 
around the safety seminar clinic.  The first part of the presentation was a video.  The video ex-
plained how fasteners hold together everything from planes to childrens’ amusement park rides.  
The presentation also went over such things as: terminology, torque tension test, fastener safety 
charts, testing of fasteners, safety considerations and component parts. 
 
 Not only did he go over needed facts but he also supplied us with extra facts such as only 
three companies in the U.S. produce cap screws.  The attendants also had a chance to look 
over Corvette convertible tops.  Sam Niede was present to show attendants what they look for 
when judging Corvettes.  Not only did the attendants have fun, but they also learned a lot too.  
Special thanks to Mr. Harry Morgan of the Auto Clinic, Mr. Brian Bulger of Kimbell Mid-West and 
Sam Niede for the convertible top judging school. 
 
 What would a Corvette seminar be with Corvettes?  There were a total of eight Corvettes 
present in the garage, with more outside.  Some of the older Corvettes in-

cluded a 1976 Sting Ray 
owned by Mr. Ron Wilson 
who also brought his other 
two Corvettes, a 1966 Sting 
Ray and a 1990 ZR1.  The 
oldest Corvette that sat in 
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the garage that day was a beautiful 1955 owned by Mr. Larry D. Steele of LaVale, Maryland.  The 
55 was polo white with sportsman red interior.  The car came equipped with stock 265 C.I. V8, 
195 horsepower and is number 411 of only 700 built.  Some of the newer Corvettes were Rich 
Brant’s blue 1999, Brenda and Andy Ruby’s yellow 1996 and Duane Ravenberg’s red 2002 Z06.  
The members drove from North Carolina, Pennsylvania, Virginia and West Virginia to attend the 
seminar.  So is it really about the nuts and bolts of the car?  To some it may be everything, we 
wouldn’t have cars if we didn’t have fasteners.  To others it’s just about being able to get together 
every once in awhile with people who share the same interests, and not only have fun but learn 
better ways to keep Corvettes like new.  To these Corvette lovers it’s not only about the nuts and 
bolts, but without fasteners they would have no way to attend the seminars.  Yes it is about the 
nuts and bolts. 
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As of February 1 st, 2006, MAC had over 400 corvettes “registered” with more expected! 

2006 MAC Vehicle Membership 
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A BLAST FROM THE PAST 
10 Years Ago (Signal Seeker, Winter 1996, Volume 14, Issue One) 



MAC Membership 
 

Annual renewal of membership dues for MAC are due by the end 
of January.  The Roster will be printed during the beginning of 
February and only those members renewing their membership 
during December and January will be included.   Check should be 
sent to Bob Patton, Membership Chairman, 12257 Elk Run 
Church Road Midland, VA  22728-2418 
Membership in the NCRS and MAC is open to persons interested 
in the restoration, preservation, and history of the Corvette pro-
duced by the Chevrolet Motor Division of General Motors Cor-
poration from 1953 through 1991.  You must be a member of 
NCRS to join MAC.  NCRS is not affiliated with Chevrolet or 
General Motors.  ?  
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MAC Merchandise 
                  
The company we order our clothing from has almost every color  avail-
able you may want.  Please feel free to call/email us for list of items and 
colors.  I can order anything from sweatshirts to briefcases.   
Joyce or Sam Neide  

Issue Date Articles Due Mailing Date  

Spring May 1 May 30 

Summer August 1  August 30 

Fall December 1 December 30 

Winter February  1 February 28 

MAC Signal Seeker 
We accept technical tips, articles about the chapter events and their mem-
bers, and personal experiences that would be of interest to the MAC mem-
bers.  Corvette classified ads are welcome too.  We have the ability to do 
text and scan pictures.  Keep the contributions coming!  
 
Send email editorial materials and classifieds for  
Signal Seeker  to:  
Ron Wilson or Larry Negley. ? 

2006 MAC 
Schedule of Events 

 
Date    Event, Location and Contact 
 
March 5, 2006  Joint Mason Dixon/MAC 
This will be a Sunday  Tony’s Corvette Shop 
Tech Session  Gaithersburg, MD 
   John St. Peter & Tom Vollrath 

 
March 25, 2006  Tech/Judging Session  
   Express Racing Shop 
   Richmond, VA 
   Page Campbell, Tom Vollrath 
 
April 8, 2006  Tech/Judging Session 
   Shippensburg, PA 
              K.C. Strawmyre & Bill Sangrey 
 
June 2,3,4, 2006 MAC Judging Meet 
   Cumberland, MD 
   Bill Herbaugh & Sam Neide 
 
July 22, 2006  Cruise -In and Charity Raffle 
   Manassas, VA 
   Chuck & Fredi Berge 
   Judy Morrison 

 
August 1-5, 2006 National Convention 
   San Antonio, TX 
   NCRS 
 
August 25-26, 2005 Corvette @ Carlisle 
   Open House/Annual Picnic 
   Carlisle/Shippensburg, PA 
   Sangrey, Hair & Strawmyre 
 

October 7, 2006 Mac Fall Road Tour 
   White Post, VA 
   J.T. Apperson 

 
December 2, 2006 Annual Meeting 
   Christmas Party 
   Fredericksburg, VA 
   Mike Greenfield 

Membership Chairman SNAFU equals free 2007 Membership in MAC!!! 
 
 Preparing the roster for printing required a trip to 
Staples.  After they finished the printing it came in one very 
large box and a second smaller one.  The total of the two 
weighed slightly over 50 lbs (the large box seemed intimidat-
ing) so I started with the smaller one that produced about 30 
assembled rosters.  The next day I opened the larger box 
and noticed several pages with names on it that appeared 
out of place.  Finally I finished assembling all the rosters and 
discovered that one could possibly be missing two pages. 
 
 Now it’s time to apply the label on the folder and 
place the completed rosters in the earlier “pre-addressed” 
mailing envelopes.  Concerned that someone would have an 
incomplete roster I checked each roster as I stuffed each 
envelope.  Finally the one with the missing pages surfaced 
and I continued to check each remaining roster for those two 
pages.  
 
 I decided not to install the two missing pages —
instead I placed them in the back pocket of that folder and 
mailed it to that member (so in effect that roster comes with 
some assembly required).  Your responsibility is to check 
your roster and contact me or Kay (by the way, only Kay and 
I know who the lucky member is) to claim your free 2007 
membership. 
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MAC / Mason Dixon Chapter Tech / Judging Session 
Sunday March 5th  

 
        
 
 
 
 
                     
 

    7500 Rickenbacker Drive  ·  Gaithersburg, Maryland  20879  ·  301.987.0565                    
 

(directions available on Tony's web site) 
                                                  Ranked in the "Top 10 Corvette Shops" by Vette Magazine 
 
 
 
                      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
http://www.tonyscorvetteshop.com/  

 

       Tentative Agenda 
 

       08:00 - 08:30       Registration / Coffee & Donuts / Social 
       08:00 - 08:30      Judging (Operations Check) 
       08:30 - 10:00      Judging (2 cars (1967 327-300hp, 3 speed & 1971 LS6)) - Chuck    Gongloff 
                                  (Contact Chuck if you want to assist with the judging) 
       10:00 - 12:00      Modern tuning equipment used on older Corvettes - Tony Avedisian 
       12:00 - 12:30      Lunch 
       12:30 - 01:30      Rebuilding engine; design and component considerations – Tony Avedisian 
       01:30 - 02:30      Riveting ball joints to achieve original appearance – Tony Avedisian 
 
         
 
       There will be a nominal fee of $10.00 to cover coffee, donuts & lunch 
       Bring a friend and your name tag 
       RSVP to Tom Vollrath at tom_vollrath@hotmail.com or (540) 937-2507. 
 
 

MAC goes to Richmond VA, Page Campbell is hosting a tech/judging session March 25, more to come via e-mail. 
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Another great opportunity for MAC members 
 

Northeast Road Tour to San Antonio 
 
             The Northeast leg of the 2006 Road tour is now in place. Meeting places and hotels are finalized and the information is 
below. Rooms have been blocked at the hotels below and the rates are very reasonable. You MUST call the hotels yourself and 
mention National Corvette Restorers Society or NCRS to get the group rates at the hotel. Everyone must register for the National 
Road Tour.  
 
             I plan on leaving home on Wednesday July 26 from Long Island and traveling to Cumberland, MD for a down home 
BBQ at “The Farm”. Mike and Lea are gracious hosts and it’s sure to be a night to remember and also to catch up on all the 
projects Mike is currently working on! I’ll be more than willing to meet up with participants somewhere in NJ/PA probably 
along Rte 78 near the NJ/PA border for the trip down.  

 Wednesday night July 26: Holiday Inn, Cumberland, MD 301-724-8800 rate $89 
 
               
             Thursday morning, July 27 we’ll depart and head for Johnson City, TN which is just outside Bristol and the Bristol Mo-
tor Speedway. Secondary roads are planned for the most part and members are free to plan their own routes. Mileage for the day 
384.  

Thursday night July 27: Ramada Inn Roan St. Johnson City, TN 423-282-4011 rate $65 
 
              
             Friday morning we’ll depart Johnson City and this will be a day to remember! Leave Johnson City and head back roads 
once again to Huntsville, AL, One of the highlights today will be the "Dragons Tail" a stretch of road 11 miles long thru the 
mountains of NC into TN....318 turns in 11 miles!!! http://www.mindspring.com/~hume/motorcycle/dragonstail.html Once we 
get to Huntsville the main attraction is the US Space & Rocket Center isthere...374 miles for the day.  

 Friday night July 28 LaQuinta Inn East, University Drive 256-533-0756 Rate $55 
 
               
             Saturday will see us head to Hot Springs, AR take a lazy tour of back roads,  the Natchez Trace Parkway in MS, stop and 
see the Antique Car Museum inTupelo, MS, members are free to make their own stops and plans on all legs. Once arriving in 
Hot Springs tour the hot springs. 415 miles for the day 

 Saturday night July 29 Best Western, Central Ave. 501-624-2531 Rate $74.99 plus additional 
discount available to AARP and AAA members. 

 
        
             Sunday will see us drive to the Texas Motor Speedway in Fort Worth, TX for dinner. Once again, no major highways are 
planned. Information for lodging near the speedway will be included in your National Road Tour Registration. 326 miles for the 
day.     
 Monday will see us drive the speedway and depart Fort Worth and head to Fredericksburg, TX where we’ll meet up 
with all the road tours for the last night out reception.
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June 2-3-4 2006 
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The Signal Seeker Enters the 21st Century 
 
 If you received this copy of the Signal Seeker from your neighborhood mail man then you're 
missing out!  No need to wait on the mailman anymore; the Signal Seeker is now available online at 
our chapter website.  Not only can you read it online, you can print it out from nearly any PC.  All 
you have to do is go to www.ncrsmac.org and click the Signal Seeker link at the top of the page and 
click "Online Now."  All that is required to view and print is a quick installation of Adobe Acrobat 
which is already installed on most PCs.  The software is free and if you don't already have it, we've 
included a link to the Adobe site so you can download the software yourself.   
 
 In addition to the current issue, we will keep past issues online as they become available.  As 
each issue becomes available for online access, an email will be sent out to notify all members.  So 
don't waste another anxious moment awaiting the arrival of the Signal Seeker in your mailbox - get 
online and join us in the new online Signal Seeker. 
 
 
See you online! 
Eric Whitaker 

Name       
Address      
      
Occupation     
NCRS member since    
NCRS membership #    
(Note:  you must be a member of NCRS, Inc. to  
qualify for membership in a local chapter) 

Spouse      
Children      
    
Telephone (H) (       )    
Telephone (W) (       )    
Telephone (F) (       )    
E-mail Address       

List Corvette(s) Owned 
      
      
      
      

How Equipped 
      
      
      
      

Mid-Atlantic Chapter - Membership Application 

May we list your name and phone number in our chapter roster?    ? Yes ? No 
Signature            
List your interest as related to Corvettes and any abilities that may contribute to our chapter’s success: 
            
            
            
             
Referred by:  _____________________________________ 
Would you be willing to serve on one or more of these committees? 

? Judging  ? Newsletter ? Programs  ? Membership 
 
Annual Dues:  $30.00 (US funds)    Mail to:  Bob Patton 
Make checks payable to: Mid-Atlantic Chapter, NCRS                 12257 Elk Run Church Road                                                                                                            
         Midland, VA  22728-2418 
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MAC Toolbox   
Tom Vollrath  
February 1, 2006 
 
  
 MAC owns a collection of tools, primarily unique to Corvette restoration and repair, for use by members.  Gener-
ally these are special use tools needed one time during a restoration / repair project.  If you have any suggestions for 
other unique tools that would make it possible to do your restoration task yourself, let me know and I can present 
your suggestion to the Board of Directors. 
 
  

   
  

 MAC 53 -62 rebound strap riveting tool 
 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 
 
 
 
  
  
  
    

 
 All these tools are available for loan to members so if you need one just give me a call or Dwight Farmer for the 
Suffolk items. 

Engine Stand # 1 Out Gary Wilkerson 
Engine Stand # 2 Available   
Engine Stand # 3 Available Dwight Farmer 
Solid axle rear spring banding tool Available   
Mid-year trailing arm tools Available   
Coil spring compressor Available   
Radiator Stamp Kit, "CT" Available   
Radiator Stamp Kit, "06A CG" Available   
Body lifting Jig # 1 Out Gary Wilkerson 
Body lifting Jig # 2 Out Mark Kibbe 
Mid-year Conv't Parade Queen Seat Available   
Tent poles / frame / tarp Available   
"GM  " Stamp Available   
Engine start-up "dash board" box Out Bill Sangrey 
Solid axle rebound strap riveting tool Available   
Hydraulic engine crane and tilter #1 Out John Yglesias 
Hydraulic engine crane and tilter #2 Available Dwight Farmer 
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Positions Available 
 

MAC Web Site Manager:  This position grows with importance each year as the Chapter relies more and more on 
the Web for timely communications.  Eric Whitaker, MAC’s current Web Site Manager, has done a great job but needs 
to transition his responsibilities as soon as we can select a new manager.  The position requires experience creating and 
managing HTML pages and access to editing tools.   Check out MAC’s Web site, http://www.ncrsmac.org/, and contact 
Ron Wilson or Tom Vollrath if you think you might be interested in this opportunity.  
 
 MAC Signal Seeker Managing Editor:  The MAC Signal Seeker has been an outstanding representation of 
MAC for almost 25 years.  Ron Wilson has and continues to do an exemplary job as editor working with The Center for 
Career and Technical Education in Cumberland, MD.  However, Ron is also our MAC Chairman and needs assistance.  If 
you have any interest in helping continue the Signal Seeker tradition, contact Ron Wilson.  

Mid-Atlantic Chapter Financial Audit Results 
 
 Ron, 
 Per your request I have audited the 2005 financial ledger, account records, checks and receipts for both the Mid-Atlantic 
General Operating, MAC Charities and saving/investment accounts. My review indicated the accounts are current and accurate. 
 
  The balance of the General Operating checking account (Marathon Bank, Stephens City) as of December 31, 2005 was 
$7,263.59. MAC has two CDs on deposit at the same bank totaling $15,887.19 including interest earned. The MAC Charities 
account (Shenandoah Valley National Bank, Winchester, VA) balance was $825.15 as of December 31, 2005. 
 
 William R. Sangrey 

NCRS CHAPTER FINANCIAL STATEMENT 
 

 Chapter MID-ATLANTIC   For the Year  2005 
 Opening Balance, January 1st of reporting year:   $5,553.26 
 

 INCOME 
 Membership Dues    $5,220.00 
 Events (chapter meets, schools etc.)    4,298.58 
 Other (Merchandise $379.00) 

(Interest from CD’s $428.79)       807.79 
 
        Total Income      $10,326.37 
 

 EXPENSES 
 Events      $5,465.13 
 Dues Related       1,040.00 
 Newsletter       1,433.14 
 Other (Misc)           248.94 
   Total Expenses       $8,187.25 
 
Closing Account Balance 
December 31st of reporting year 
CD’s $15,887.19 including interest $428.79        

         $7,263.59 



2006 MAC Officers and Board of Directors 

 
 

     
  
 
 
 
 

12257 Elk Run Church Road 
Midland, VA  22728-2418 

Elected Officers  
Chairman Ron Wilson 
Vice Chairman Tom Vollrath 
Treasurer Clifton Good 
Secretary Kay Patton 

Judging Chairman Sam Neide 
Appointed Board Members  
Membership Bob Patton 

Charitable Activities Judy Morrison 
Historian Tom Vollrath 
NCM Ambassador Bill Sangrey 

NCRS Chapter Awards Bob Patton 
Merchandise Sam and Joyce Neide 

Signal Seeker/editor Ron Wilson 
Equipment Tom Vollrath 
Web Site  Eric Whitaker 

Technical Adviser Mike McCagh 
Technical Adviser Jeremy Turner  
Regional Representatives  

Northern Virginia Jim and Diane Hofferbert 
Southeastern Virginia Harry and Laurie Eller 
Southwestern Virginia Clifton and Sandy Good 

Western Maryland Ron and Sharon Wilson 

For contact information see MAC membership roster. 


